Enclave Memory Measurement Tool for Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel® SGX) Enclaves

Scope
This paper describes how to use the Enclave Memory Measurement Tool (EMMT) to help tune the memory footprint of Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel® SGX) enclaves. Both Microsoft® Windows® and the Linux® operating systems are covered. The paper assumes an understanding of Intel SGX. General information on Intel SGX can be found on the Intel SGX portal at: https://software.intel.com/sgx.

Enclave Memory Measurement Tool (EMMT)
The Intel SGX SDK provides the EMMT tool to help tune the memory footprint of enclaves. Developers can use the tool to measure peak stack and heap usage for a given enclave, then adjust those memory sizes on subsequent builds for more efficient enclave memory use.

For Intel SGX enabled applications targeting Microsoft Windows, an Intel SGX application's enclave memory is limited in size. During system boot-up, a total of 128 MB is typically reserved for Intel SGX, and 96 MB of that is allocated to the Enclave Page Cache (EPC). The EPC is shared among all running enclaves on the system.

Since Linux supports paging, for Intel SGX enabled applications targeting Linux, the application's enclave memory size is not limited to 128 MB, although it's still a good idea (for performance reasons) that your enclave fit into the 128MB EPC.

**Note:** The more EPC space your enclave uses, the less space there is for other enclaves. Enclaves should follow a “good neighbor” policy of always using the least amount of EPC space possible.

For enclaves, the maximum enclave stack and heap sizes are allocated at application load time based on values specified when the application is built. These sizes are specified in an XML source file called the Enclave Configuration File (ECF). Actual enclave memory-utilization levels, however, can differ from defaults/expectations based on the implementation and functionality of a given enclave.

If the heap and stack sizes allocated at build time are more than actually used at run time, use of EPC memory is inefficient. To improve the efficiency of enclave memory use, developers can use the EMMT to see actual peak stack and heap usage information for their enclaves. Then they can update their enclave's ECF to specify a smaller maximum stack and/or maximum heap size. Figure 1 shows the format of the default ECF, with the stack and heap size parameters highlighted in red.
Figure 1. Example ECF highlighting maximum stack size and heap size definitions

EMMT usage
The CLI program name for the EMMT is `sgx_emmt`, for both Microsoft Windows and Linux. `sgx_emmt` measures only the peak stack usage and peak heap usage for an enclave, as these are the only memory areas that can be tuned. (Code, global data, number of trusted threads, etc., are fixed.)

To measure the memory usage of an enclave, use the `sgx_emmt` tool to launch the target Intel SGX application. Syntax for `sgx_emmt` is as follows:

```
sgx_emmt [--enclave=<enclave list>] application_name <application args>
```

Table 1 lists arguments for `sgx_emmt` and indicates which are mandatory or optional.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Argument Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>--enclave=&lt;enclave list&gt;</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Specifies the enclave(s) to be measured. Use comma separators with enclave lists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application_name</td>
<td>Mandatory</td>
<td>Name of the Intel® SGX application that contains the enclave(s) to be measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;application args&gt;</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Intel SGX application arguments, if they exist and are needed. Use spaces as separators when more than one argument is provided.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, an `sgx_emmt` command might look as follows:

```
sgx_emmt --enclave=Enclave1.signed.dll, Enclave2.signed.dll myApp.exe app_arg1 app_arg2
```

The command line above specifies two enclaves, the application, and two application arguments.
Notes

- `sgx_emmt` requires debugging information of a signed enclave to perform its measurements. So the target enclave specified in `sgx_emmt` must be built in Debug mode (or Simulation mode). For details on supported modes, see this paper: https://software.intel.com/sites/default/files/managed/e5/d8/intel-sgx-build-configuration.pdf.

- If an Intel SGX application contains more than one enclave and the heap or stack of a specific enclave needs to be measured, then the target enclave name must be specified in the command-line argument; otherwise, explicit specification of enclave names in the command-line is unnecessary.

- The Intel SGX application must call `sgx_destroy_enclave` for `sgx_emmt` to work.

- For Linux, `sgx_emmt` requires that the SGX application have the symbol `g_peak_heap_used` in the global section of the enclave linker script.

Enclave Measurement in Linux

`sgx_emmt` also measure peak stack/heap memory usage for applications written for Linux. However, usage of the measurement tool in Linux environments differs from Windows environments. Follow these steps for Linux:

1. Make sure that the SGX application has the symbol `g_peak_heap_used` in the global section of the enclave linker script when you build it.
2. After loading the application into `sgx-gdb`, execute the `enable sgx_emmt` command.
3. Run `sgx-gdb`.

**Note:** To disable `sgx_emmt`, enter `disable sgx_emmt` at the `sgx-gdb` command prompt.

EMMT output

Figure 2 shows an EMMT invocation (Windows Command Prompt) and output for an application named `SGXFirstApp.exe`. Since no enclave is specified in the command line, EMMT uses the enclave in the same folder as the application. Since the application was built in Simulation mode, the application and enclave file are in the Simulation folder.

![Figure 3. Intel® SGX sgx_emmt tool output](image)

EMMT displays the command line parameters and enclave filename being measured, then launches the application. When the application exits, EMMT displays the **Peak stack use** and **Peak heap use** values. Developers can compare these values with the max values in
their enclave's ECF to refine their stack and heap maximum memory usage on subsequent builds.

**Summary**

Total memory used by all Intel SGX enclaves residing on a single Windows computer is restricted to less than 128 MB. (Paging in Linux can increase the total amount available for enclaves.) Because of this restriction, it is beneficial to measure the exact values for both stack and heap peak usage for an enclave to understand actual EPC memory use.

To measure this enclave memory usage, run EMMT to measure actual peak usage of enclaves' stacks and heaps. Then use these measurements to adjust enclaves' memory usage as needed on subsequent builds to ensure efficient memory usage.
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